An enzyme-free and label-free surface plasmon resonance biosensor for ultrasensitive detection of fusion gene based on DNA self-assembly hydrogel with streptavidin encapsulation.
In this research, an enzyme-free and label-free surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensing strategy has been developed for ultrasensitive detection of fusion gene based on the heterogeneous target-triggered DNA self-assembly aptamer-based hydrogel with streptavidin (SA) encapsulation. In the presence of target, the capture probes (Cp) immobilized on the chip surface can capture the PML/RARα, forming a Cp-PML/RARα duplex. After that, the aptamer-based network hydrogel nanostructure is formed on the gold surface via target-triggered self-assembly of X shaped polymers. Subsequently, the SA can be encapsulated into hydrogel by the specific binding of SA aptamer, forming the complex with super molecular weight. Thus, the developed strategy achieves dramatic enhancement of the SPR signal. Using PML/RARα "S" subtype as model analyte, the developed biosensing method can detect target down to 45.22 fM with a wide linear range from 100 fM to 10 nM. Moreover, the high efficiency biosensing method shows excellent practical ability to identify the clinical PCR products of PML/RARα. Thus, this proposed strategy presents a powerful platform for ultrasensitive detection of fusion gene and early diagnosis and monitoring of disease.